Iran has a special position in the world geographically, politically, socially, culturally and artistically. Mentioned features lead the intellectual and artistic atmosphere of the Iranian community to a certain extent that causes most of the artists to make an inspiration source out of social constraints. In the meantime, many artists choose urban and urban space, many openly criticize the community in the language of art, some are trying to improve the city-human relationship so that people behave the city more responsibly. Urban space identical to generality and accessibility has ever been a channel for many artists. In addition to the city's mysterious mysteries, and the source of plurality of the population, it also occasionally displays a face of stillness and silence. With all its limitations and disadvantages, the city provides an experience of diversity and proliferation of new images; urban space, as it always is visible and accessible, is not
Public Place collection is a joint work by me and Morteza Niknahad which deals with public issues and Iranian society's behaviors in the language of satire. We carried out this project along the seafront applying the idea of overlapping life of dolphins and humans, the closest example to the human beings. Our idea comes from the public places where human behavior changes towards the environment and place, and this duality of human behavior in the personal and public environment was the most important factor in the production of this project.
